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This report provides a periodic assessment of the macroeconomic competitiveness of 
the European Union  (EU)  and 20  industrialised  economies  on  the  basis  of a 
number of cost and price indicators. It appears quarterly.  It consists  of two parts. 
Pan 1 offers an analysis of recent developments.  The discussion is illustrated by a 
small number of tables and graphs.  Pan 2 provides more detailed information.  For 
each country,  changes in nominal and real effective exchange rates are presented in 
the form of tables and graphs. 
The nominal effective exchange rate (NEER) aims to track changes in the value of a 
nation's  currency  relative  to  the  currencies  of its  principal  trading  partners.  It is 
calculated as a weighted average of the bilateral exchange rates with those currencies. 
The real effective exchange rate (REER) aims to assess a nation's competitiveness 
relative to  its  principal competitors  in international  markets.  It corresponds  to  the 
NEER deflated by selected relative (or  'effective') cost or price deflators.  Part 2 of 
the report presents real rates based on the GDP deflator, the deflator of export prices, 
the  deflator  of producer  prices  in  manufacturing,  unit  labour  costs  (ULC)  in 
manufacturing as well as unit labour costs in the economy as a whole. 1 The discussion 
in Part 1 focuses on rates based on the latter two deflators. 
The current report presents in Part 2 competitiveness indicators for both EU12 
and EUlS. In future reports the indicators for EU12 will no longer be provided. 
Instead,  indicators  pertaining  to  the  group  of  countries  participating  in the 
Exchange Rate Mechanism will be included. The focus in Parll is on EU15. 
1987, the year of the Louvre Accord and the last realignment of the 1980s, is taken as 
the  base period  for  the various  indices  calculated.  This  does  not  imply  that  1987 
exchange rates should be treated as equilibrium rates. 
Pan 1  of the  report  starts  with  summary  of main  developments  since  1987.  It 
consists of two sections. The first section presents exchange rate developments of the 
US  dollar,  the  Japanese  yen  and  a  basket  of EU  currencies  relative  to  twenty 
industrialised  nations.  In  this  first  section  the  bilateral  position  of the  European 
Union relative to the United States and  Japan  is  also  examined.  The second section 
comments  on  exchange  rate  developments  among  the  countries  of  the  Union, 
including the new Member States: Austria (A), Finland (SF) and Sweden (S). 
A technical annex provides further details. 






4TH QUARTER 1994 
CCE-OG II 0-4  Ref. AD/at-EVOLUTION OF THE MACROECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS 
OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 
MAIN CONCLUSIONS 
In the fourth quarter of 1994: 
•  The competitive position of the Union weakened.  The European currencies continued to appreciate 
relative to the US  dollar and the Japanese yen.  The rate of appreciation relative to the  US  dollar, 
however,  slowed down  significantly (to  1% in  both nominal  and  real  terms), as the Union's  unit 
labour costs  started to decline  relative to those in  the  United  States.  European unit labour costs 
continued to rise more rapidly than the Japanese, which contributed to the 2% loss  in the Union's 
competitiveness relative to Japan. 
•  The currencies participating in the  ERM stabilised in  nominal  terms  and  most of them  recorded 
small gains in  cost competitiveness. The nominal appreciation of the Finnish, the Swedish and the 
British  currencies  led  to  losses  in  cost  competitiveness  that  varied  behveen  2%  (UK)  and  5% 
(Finland). The 1% loss in competitiveness of  the Greek manufacturing sector was due to rising unit 
labour costs. The depreciation of  the lira improved Italy's competitive position by 2%. 
Since the first quarter of 1994: 
•  The  European currencies have  started to appreciate after  1  Yz  year of decline  associated with the 
crises in the EMS. Their real effective exchange rates have risen by 8% relative to the US dollar and 
have  stabilised  relative  to  the  Japanese  yen.  Overall,  the  competitive  position  of the  EU  has 
deteriorated by 3o/o relative to its industrial partners. 
•  The larger Union Member States have made small gains in cost competitiveness. The largest losses 
occurred in smaller countries on the Union's periphery: Greece, Portugal and Finland. In Greece and 
Portugal, the losses in cost competitiveness were caused primarily by rising unit labour costs, but in 
Finland the appreciation of  the markka was the sole culprit. 
Since the first E~1.S crisis (since the third quarter of 1992): 
•  The  European  currencies  have  depreciated  by  18<Jo,  which  has  led  to  a  16o/o  improvement  in 
European cost competitiveness. The negative effects of rising  relative unit labour costs have been 
limited to 2%. The position of the European manufacturing relative to its Japanese competitors has 
in1proved by 27o/o.  Relative to the US a gain of 12o/o has been achieved. 
•  The core currencies of  the ERM have appreciated by between 4 and 11% in nominal and real tem1s. 
The  competitive  position  of Spain,  Ireland,  Italy,  Finland  and  S\veden,  on  the  other  hand.  has 
improved  significantly.  The  Irish and  Finnish gains  were  mainly  due  to  important reductions  in 
relative unit labour costs.  In the other three countries, the nominal depreciation of their currencies 
was the dominant factor. 
Over a longer perspective (since the first quarter of 1987): 
•  The European Union's competitive position remains unchanged, despite the 9% nominal depreciation 
of the  European  currencies.  A  19CX>  deterioration  in  cost  competitiveness  relative  to the  United 
States has offset improvements relative to Japan (13o/o) and other countries. 
•  The almost continuous rise in European export prices (expressed in national currency) has led to 
steady increases in the  profitability of the Union's economy.  The Japanese economy,  on the other 
hand, has suffered from an almost continuous decline in export prices and profitability which can be 
linked to the yen appreciation. US  export profitability has declined by 2% in spite of a 5% rise in 
export prices. COMPETITIVENESS AMONGST INDUSTRIALISED COUNTRIES 
QUARTERLY REPORT- FOURTH QUARTER 1994 
L  INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 
The development of  the macroeconomic competitiveness of  the industrialised countries 
since the Louvre Accord can best be described by distinguishing three periods (see Graph 
I). 
The first period runs from the first quarter of 1987 to the third quarter of 1992. During 
this period, which came to an end with the first crisis in the EMS in September 1992, the 
US made great strides in improving its competitive position. The nominal depreciation of 
the dollar and a decline in unit labour costs both contributed. The European Union lost 
on  both  accounts:  currency  appreciation  and  a  rise  in  relative  unit  labour  costs 
contributed to a 19% loss in cost competitiveness. A significant rise in productivity in the 
Japanese  manufacturing  sector more  than  offset  the  negative  effects  of the  nominal 
appreciation of  the yen. 
The second period runs from the third quarter of 1992 to the beginning of 1994. The 
EMS crises caused a nominal and real depreciation of the European currencies (19%). 
The  yen,  on  the  other  hand,  started  to  soar  leading  to  a  24%  loss  in  Japanese 
competitiveness.  American  cost  competitiveness  declined  by  11%  as  the  dollar 
appreciated relative to European currencies and the Canadian dollar. The depreciation of 
the dollar relative to the Japanese yen is a constant feature of  all three periods. 
The third  and  final  period  starts with the  first  quarter of 1994.  Graph  3  illustrates 
renewed gains in US competitiveness and corresponding losses for the European Union 
and Japan. In Europe, the EMS crises have been overcome and the European currencies 
have started to regain some of  the ground lost in the previous period. The ensuing losses 
in EU cost competitiveness, however, are of  lesser concern than those of  the first period 
because relative unit labour costs have finally stabilised. The defining characteristic of  the 
third  period  is  the  fear  that  economic  recovery  will  release  inflationary  pressures, 
especially in the United States. This fear has contributed to the weakness of the dollar 
and  the associated  gains  in  American  cost competitiveness.  However,  the fears  of an 
increase in US inflation have not (yet) been realised and in November 1994 the decline of 








Gt:.VELOPMENT OF COST COMPETITIVENESS (1) 
RELATIVE TO INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS 
SINCE THE LOUVRE ACCORD 
-30  ~--------------~----------------~--------------~ 
United States  Japan  European Union 
1•9203/8701 (2)  •94a1192a3 (2)  EJ94Q4/94a1 (2)  1 
(1) Cost competitiveness as measured by the nominal effective 
exchange rate deflated by unit labour costs in MANUFACTURING. 
A minus means an improvement in cost competitiveness. 
(2) Expressed as the natural logarithm of  the ratio (10 %) 
1.  United States 
In the fourth quarter of 1994, the rate of dollar depreciation (which had reached 
4% in the previous quarter) slowed down to less than 1 per cent in nominal terms 
(see Table I )1. In October the dollar continued to depreciate rapidly, reaching a two-year 
low of 1.49 Deutsche Mark per US dollar and a post-war low of 96.1  yen per dollar by 
the  end  of the  month2•  In November,  however,  the  combined  effects  of a  decisive 
tightening of US monetary policy, the Republican victory in US  mid-term elections and 
well-timed interventions by the Fed and the Bank of Japan in foreign exchange markets 
amounted  to  a  steady  recovery  of the  dollar.  In December,  international  currency 
markets were relatively stahl&. 
2 
TI1e exchange rates considered are averages of  daily exchange rates. 
The Dlv11$  rate decreased from  an average of 1.562 in the third quarter of 1994 to  1.544 Deutsche Mark per 
US  dollar in  the fourth quarter.  TI1e  ¥1$  rate also declined:  the third quarter average of 99. 1 yen per dollar 
dropped to 98.9 yen per dollar in the fourth quarter. 
The latest exchange rates available are:  1$=1.536 DM (10.1.1995) and 1$=100.25¥ (10.1.1995). 
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TABLE 1: MACROECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS OF THE UNITED STATES, JAPAN AND 
THE EUROPEAN UNION RELATIVE TO TWENTY INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES 
A.  EVOLUTION IN  MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
During fourth quarter 1994 
(94 04/94 03) 
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B. EVOLUTION IN WHOLE ECONOMY 
During fourth quarter 1994 
{94 04/94 03) 
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(1)  NEER  = Nominal Effective Exchange Rate. A mnus means a depreciation of  the NEER. 
(2)  ULC  =Relative Unit Labour Costs (in national currency). 
(3)  REER  = Real Effective Exchange Rate = relative unit labour costs (in corm10n currency). 
·  A minus means an i!Tl>rovement in cost competitiveness. • 
The increasing inflationary pressures in  the US  are reflected in its slowly deteriorating 
relative  cost  performance  (both  in  the  manufacturing  sector  and  the  economy  as  a 
whole).  The  beneficial  effects  of the  1  o/o  nominal  depreciation  of the  dollar 
canceUed out against the 1% rise in relative unit labour cost. 
The rise in relative unit labour costs is  also the principal cause of  the decline in export 
profitability of  the US economy as a whole (see Table 2)4, which has become much more 
evident  recently.  Since the first EMS crisis  in  the third quarter of 1992,  the US 
export profitability has declined by almost 6%. 
4  The relative export profitability of an economy is defined a  the ratio of the relative export price index and 
relative unit labour costs in the economy as a \\'hole (expressed in national currencies). It is an indicator of 
relative profit margins for producers of  export goods and senices in the various industrial countries. 
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TABLE 2:  EXPORT PROFITABILITY OF THE UNITED STATES, JAPAN AND THE EUROPEAN UNION 
RELATIVE TO TWENTY INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES 
EVOLUTION IN WHOLE ECONOMY 
During fourth quarter 1994  Since the first EMS aisis  Since the Louvre Agreement 
(94 04/94 03)  (94  04 /92 03)  (94  04/87 01) 
Export  Export  Export 
Prices  ULC  Profitablity  Prices  ULC  Profitabl'lty  Prices  ULC  Profitablity 
%Change  (1)  (2)  (3)  (1)  (2)  (3)  (1)  (2)  (3) 
USA  0.2  0.7  -0.5  -1.9  4.1  -5.8  4.5  7.1  -2.4 
Japan  -0.7  -0.4  -0.3  -10.4  -3.6  -7.0  -24.8  -16.5  -10.0 
EU15  0.2  -0.1  0.3  7.1  0.2  6.9  14.0  4.6  9.0 
Source : DG 11.0.4 EC 
(1)  Relative price index of  exports of  goods and services (in national currency). 
(2)  ULC: Relative unit labour costs (in national currency). 
(3)  Relative export profitability. 
A plus means an increase in relative profit margins for producers of export goods and services. 
The cost performance of  the US manufacturing sector has traditionally been better than 
that  of the  American  economy  as  a  whole.  Still,  the  1  Y2%  deterioration  in  cost 
performance of the US manufacturing industry was an important contributory factor to 
the 5°/o decline in cost competitiveness since the first EMS crisis (see Table 1  ). 
The  long-term  trend  has  been  for  the  US  to  notch  up  significant  gains  in  cost 
competitiveness by a depreciating dollar and reductions in relative unit  labour costs in 
manufacturing, especially.  Since the Louvre Agreement of the first quarter of 1987, 
the dollar has  depreciated  by  14%  and  US  unit  labour costs in  manufacturing  have 
decreased by 4% relative to those in other industrial countries. Relative unit labour costs 
in  the  economy  as  a  whole,  however,  have  risen  by  7%.  As  a  result,  the  cost 
competitiveness of the US  manufacturing industry has improved by no less  than 
17% but that of the US economy as whole by a more modest 8o/o. 
In spite of  these gains in cost competitiveness, the relative export profitability of  the US 
economy has declined by 2% (see Table 2). The room for manoeuvre offered by the 14% 
nominal  depreciation  of the  US  dollar  has  not  been  used  to  raise  export  prices. 
Consequently,  the  7%  increase  in  unit  labour costs has  resulted  in  a  drop  in  export 
profitability. 
5 2.  Japan 
In the fourth  quarter of 1994, the appreciation of the yen  came to  a  halt (see 
Graph 3). The nominal effective exchange rate of the yen declined  by  ~o/o (see 
Table 1).  A small appreciation relative to the dollar was more than offset by the yen's 
depreciation relative to the Deutsche Mark5 and the European currencies in general (see 
Table 3). The partial trade agreement concluded in early October between the US and 
Japan reflected a  changed attitude of the US  government towards the Japanese trade 
surplus. This development and new data pointing towards a stabilisation of the surplus 
contributed to the perception that the yen would not go any higher. In this environment, 
the interventions by the Bank of  Japan could finally succeed. 
The end of the period of yen appreciation and the return of calm on currency markets 
should be welcome news to Japanese -exporters which have been struggling to adjust to 
the strong yen.  The cost competitiveness of the Japanese manufacturing industry 
improved by 1  o/o  in the final  quarter of 1994 (see Table  1).  The reduction in export 
prices, however, continued to have a negative effect on the profitability of  the Japanese 
export sector (see Table 2). 
Since the third quarter of 1992, export prices have come down by more than 10%. 
Around two third of  the 34% appreciation of  the yen has been passed through to foreign 
markets.  Still,  Japanese export profitability has declined by 7%, even if economy-wide 
unit labour costs have been reduced by 4%. 
In a period of a little more than two years, the yen has appreciated by 34% in nominal 
terms. The quarterly rate of  appreciation peaked at g<>fo  in the second quarter of 1993. It 
is only because of  the continued reductions in relative unit labour costs that the Japanese 
manufacturing industry has been able to reduce its losses in cost competitiveness to 27% 
(see Table 1). 
Covering all of  the period since the Louvre agreement, the cost competitiveness of  the 
manufacturing sector has deteriorated by 24%, even less than the percentage given for 
the  period  since  the  first  EMS  crisis.  This  implies  that  all  Japanese  losses  in 
competitiveness have occurred since the EMS crisis and none in the period before. 
Graph 1 illustrates this clearly. In the period between the Louvre agreement and the first 
EMS crisis the already significant appreciation of  the yen was more than compensated by 
a reduction in relative manufacturing unit labour costs. 
5  TI1e  ¥/DM rate rose from  63.45  in  the third quarter of 1994 to  64.05  yen per Deutsche Mark in  the  fourth 
quarter. In early 1995, the yen has weakened further to: 65.25 ¥/DM (I  0.1.1995). 
6 3.  European Union: 
In this section, the cost competitiveness of  the EU as a whole is examined. This analysis 
may obscure diverging developments among the Member States, which include Austria, 
Finland and Sweden. Intra-Union developments are presented in Section II. 
The competitive position of  the European Union 
relative to other industrial countries 
In the fourth quarter of 1994, the nominal appreciation of the European currencies 
caused a 1  o/o  deterioration in the competitive position of the European Union (see 
Table  1  ).  Relative  unit  labour  costs  remained  unchanged.  Compared  with  the third 
quarter the rate of  nominal and real appreciation slowed down by 1%. 
The European currencies started appreciating in the first quarter of this year. Since 
then, the cost competitiveness of  the European Union has declined by 3%, which is less 
than the  5%  nominal  appreciation of its  currencies.  The decline  in European  unit 
labour costs expressed in national currency illustrates the improved relative cost 
performance of the European Union. 
In the period before,  the cost competitiveness of the EU manufacturing  industry had 
been rising (see Graph 3). Between the third quarter of 1992 and the fourth quarter 
of 1994, it improved by a total of 16%, in spite of a 2% rise in relative unit labour 
costs. This gain in cost competitiveness should therefore be attributed to the nominal 
depreciation of  the European currencies ( 18% ). 
Before the ERM crises, the nominal and real exchange rates of  the European currencies 
had been on an upward trend and competitiveness had deteriorated. If  one considers all 
of  the period since the first quarter of 1987, however, the cost competitiveness of the 
EU manufacturing sector has remained unchanged. A 10% rise in relative unit labour 
costs has practically offset a 9% currency depreciation in nominal terms. 
The rise in relative unit labour costs in the Union's economy as a whole,  on the other 
hand,  has been much less significant (5%).  The use of this indicator of European cost 
performance leads one to believe that the macroeconomic competitiveness of the Union 
has got better since the Louvre agreement. 
Another  indicator  pointing  in  this  direction  is  the  relative  export  profitability  of the 
European economy.  This measure has gone up by 9%,  which is  clearly better than the 
deterioration of 2% and 10% recorded for the US  and Japanese economies, respectively 
(see Table 2).  The 14% rise in European export prices (expressed in national currencies) 
has been the main cause of  the rise in the export profitability of  the Union. 
7 The competitive position of  the European Union 
relative to the United States and Japan 
In the fourth quarter of 1994, the competitive position of the Union weakened (see 
Table 3  ). The European currencies continued to appreciate relative to the US dollar 
and the Japanese yen. The rate of appreciation relative to the US dollar, however, 
slowed down significantly (to 1  °/o  in both nominal and real terms), as the Union's 
unit labour costs started to decline relative to those in the United States. European unit 
labour costs continued to rise more rapidly than the Japanese, which contributed to the 
2% loss in the Union's competitiveness relative to Japan. 
Since the first quarter of 1994, when the European currencies started to appreciate 
relative to the dollar,  the total loss in EU cost competitiveness relative to the United 
States amounts to 8%. The loss relative to Japan has been limited to 1% only. 
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TABLE 3 : MACROECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 
RELATIVE TO THE UNITED STATES AND JAPAN 
A.  EVOLUTION IN  MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
During fourth quarter 1994 
(94 04/94 03) 









Since the first EMS crisis 
(94  04 /92 03) 
NEER (1)  ULC (2)  REER (3) 
-12.9  0.9  -12.1 
-31.0  6.4  -26.6 
B. EVOLUTION IN WHOLE ECONOMY 
During fourth quarter 1994 
(94 04 /94 03) 










Since the first EMS crisis 
(94  04/92 03) 
NEER (1)  ULC (2)  REER (3) 
-12.9  -2.6  -15.1 
-31.0  2.7  -29.2 
Since the Louvre Agreement 
(94 04/87 01) 
NEER (1)  ULC (2)  REER (3) 
7.3 
-30.8 
10.9  19.0 
26.6  -12.5 
Since the Louvre Agreement 
(94  04/87 01) 







(1)  NEER  = Nominal Effective Exchange Rate. A mnus means a depreciation of the NEER. 
(2)  ULC  =Relative Unit Labour Costs (in national currency). 
(3)  REER  =Real Effective Exchange Rate= relative unit labour costs (in corrmon currency). 
A minus means an improvement in cost competitiveness. 
8 In spite of  this recent deterioration, the competitive  g~!ns achieved since the first EMS 
crisis in 1992 have not been cancelled out (see Graph 4).  Since the third quarter of 
1992,  the  European  Union  has  recorded  an  12%  improvement  in  its  cost 
competitiveness  relative  to  the  US.  The  improvement  relative  to  Japan  was 
substantially larger (27o/o).  These gains have been caused by the depreciation of the 
European currencies  relative  to the  US  dollar  (13%)  and  the  Japanese  yen  (31%). 
Increases in EU manufacturing unit labour costs, especially in relation to Japan, have had 
a negative effect (see Table 3). 
The cost perfonnance of  the EU economy as a whole has been slightly better. The rise in 
unit labour costs relative to Japan since the EMS crisis is limited to 3%. Relative to the 
United States the Union has even reduced its unit labour costs by 3%. 
Since  the  first  quarter  of  1987,  the  competitive  position  of  the  European 
manufacturing industry has deteriorated by 19% relative to the United States, but 
improved by 13% relative to Japan. 
The entry of  Austria, Finland and  Sweden into the European Union 
The 1995 enlargement has improved the competitive position of the Union. Austria, 
Sweden  and  especially  Finland  have  notched  up  large  gains  in  manufacturing 
competitiveness since the conclusion of the Louvre Agreement in  the first  quarter of 
1987 (see Table 4 on Page 11). Austria and Finland gained by significantly reducing their 
unit labour costs, while Sweden and Finland both benefited from the depreciation of  their 
currencies. 
Graphs 5, 6 and 7 reveal that the Austrian schilling clearly belongs to the core group of 
European  currencies.  Developments  in  exchange  rates  and  macroeconomic 
competitiveness  closely  mirror  those  in  countries  like  Belgium,  France  and  the 
Netherlands. 
A  focus  on  the period  since  the first  EMS  crisis  illustrates  the  similarities  between 
developments  in  Sweden  and  those in  Spain  and  Italy  (see  Graph  2).  In all  three 
countries budgetary problems have led to a large nominal and real  depreciation of the 
national currency. 
Finland is  a unique case.  Its currency is fast gaining strength and recovering from the 
crisis linked to the collapse of  the Soviet empire. The markka is backed up by economic 
restructuring that  has  led  to  rapid  reductions in manufacturing unit  labour costs (see 
Table 4). 
9 II.  INTRA-UNION DEVELOPMENTS 
Since the first quarter sf 1994, the larger Union Member States have made small gains in 
cost competitiveness.  The largest losses occurred in  smaller  countries  on the Union's 
periphery:  Greece,  Portugal  and  Finland.  Still,  as  Graph  2  illustrates,  markets  have 
calmed down. Changes in real effective exchange rates over the course of the past year 
were less significant than those observed in the period before. 
Looking back at the EMS  crises,  we  can  conclude  that Germany  suffered  the 
largest loss  in  competitiveness (around 10%). Spain, Italy and Sweden were the 
largest  'winners'.  The  depreciation  of  their  currencies  improved  their  cost 
competitiveness by around 20%. Finland was another major winner, partially due 











DEVELOPMENT OF COST COMPETITIVENESS (1) 
RELATIVE TO THE EUROPEAN UNION AS A WHOLE 
SINCE THE FIRST EMS CRISIS 
BLEU  OK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  NL  A  P  SF  S  UK 
1•9401/9203 (2)  EJ94Q4/94Q1  (2)  1 
(1) Cost competitiveness as measured by the nominal effective 
exchange rate deflated by unit labour costs in MANUFACTURING. 
A minus means an improvement in cost competitiveness. 
(2) Expressed as the natural logarithm of the ratio On %) 
A more detailed analysis of recent developments shows that the fourth quarter decline 
in  manufacturing cost competitiveness was particularly severe in Finland (see Table 4). 
The  Finnish  markka  appreciated  by  6%  in  nominal  terms  and  5%  in  real  terms.  It 
benefited from the vote to join the European Union,  buoyant economic growth and  a 
large  trade  surplus,  indicating  that  the  country  has  recovered  from  the  negative 
repercussions  of economic  reform  in  the  former  Soviet  Union.  The  Swedish  crown 
appreciated  by  3%  in  nominal  and  real  terms  in  the  fourth  quarter of 1994.  The 
economic recovery in the Scandinavian countries and the Swedish entry into the EU are 
10 economic recovery in the Scandinavian countries and the Swedish entry into the EU are 
positive elements. However, a continuation of this upward trend is by no means certain 
in light of  the serious budgetary problems facing Sweden. The British pound was the one 
other  currency  that  appreciated  in  the  fourth  quarter.  The  strength  of the  pound 
following rate hikes by the Bank of England and the passage of the  1995 budget is a 
positive sign for the British economy.  The continued rise in relative unit  labour costs 
leading to a loss in cost competitiveness of  2% in the fourth quarter is a cause of  worry 
overthelongertenm. 
Amongst the Union's  currencies,  the Italian lira depreciated most rapidly  (by 2% in 
nominal and real terms). The on-going tensions in the fragile coalition government and 
its  eventual fall  are the evident cause of the weakness of the lira.  The Italian trade 
performance is improving in line with the increased cost competitiveness of  its economy. 
The Greek drachma also continued to slide downward (by 1% in nominal terms), but the 
competitiveness of the Greek manufacturing industry failed to improve because of the 
3% increase in relative unit labour costs. 
The currencies participating in the Exchange Rate Mechanism of  the European Monetruy 
System stabilised in nominal terms. Developments in the fourth quarter clearly illustrated 
the  correlation  between  participation  in the  ERM and  exchange  rate  stability.  The 
Spanish peseta and the Portuguese escudo were a  little  weak but nothing of major 
consequence.  The Irish  punt  was the  strongest  currency  in  the  grid  due to  strong 
economic fundamentals.  The crisis in the Irish government had little or no long-term 
effect. 
Most of the ERM currencies  achieved  small  gains in  cost competitiveness.  Only  in 
Denmark, Portugal and the BLEU did a rise in relative unit labour costs bring about an 
appreciation of  the real effective exchange rate (see Table 4). 
Since the September 1992  EMS  crisis,  the Belgian  franc,  the Danish  crown,  the 
German  mark,  the French  franc,  the Dutch guilder  and  the  Austrian  schilling  have 
appreciated  significantly.  The nominal  rate of appreciation varies  from  7%  (Belgian 
franc) to 11% (German mark). All of  these currencies, with the notable exception of  the 
Belgian  franc,  have  benefited  from  reductions  in  relative  unit  labour  costs  ranging 
between 1% (German mark) and 4% (Danish crown). Still, these reductions were largely 
insufficient to prevent losses in cost competitiveness for the countries which form the 
core of the European Monetary System. Losses ranged from 4% for Denmark to 1  Oo/o 
for Belgium (see Table 4). 
The two  other Union  Member  States  with  a  deteriorating  competitive  position  are 
Greece (by 7%) and Portugal (by 1%).  Greece has the most rapidly rising unit labour 
costs in  the Union  (by  22%  since the third quarter of 1992)  and  Portugal  comes in 
second place (lOo/o).  The rate of depreciation of,  respectively,  the drachma (13%) and 
the escudo (8%) has been insufficient to offset the negative consequences of the rising 
labour costs. 
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TABLE4:  MACROECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS OF THE MEMBER STATES 
RELATIVE TO THE EUROPEAN UNION AS A WHOLE 
A.  EVOLUTION IN  MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
During fourth quarter 1994  Since the first EMS crisis  Since the Louvre ~reement 
(94 04 /94 03)  (94  04 /92 03)  (94  04/87 01) 
%Change  NEER (1)  ULC (2)  REER (3)  NEER (1)  ULC (2)  REER (3)  NEER(1)  ULC (2)  REER (3) 
BLEU  0.1  0.3  0.4  7.3  3.0  10.4  10.1  -2.5  7.3 
Denmark  0.2  0.4  0.7  8.4  -3.7  4.4  8.8  -6.9  1.3 
Germany  -0.1  -0.5  -0.6  11.1  -0.8  10.2  14.6  -1.1  13.4 
Greece  -1.4  2.5  1.1  -12.6  22.1  6.7  -47.4  129.3  20.7 
Spain  -0.8  0.1  -0.7  -16.0  -2.6  -18.1  -fl.7  12.9  5.3 
France  -0.2  -0.5  -0.7  9.1  -3.0  5.8  9.7  -13.4  -5.0 
Ireland  0.6  -0.5  0.0  -1.2  -4.8  -5.9  0.2  -27.3  -27.1 
Italy  -2.4  0.6  -1.8  -20.9  1.5  -19.7  -26.3  11.4  -17.9 
Netherlands  0.1  -0.3  -0.2  8.0  -1.0  6.9  10.5  -11.5  -2.2 
Austria  -0.0  -0.1  -0.2  8.0  -2.6  5.2  10.5  -14.5  -5.6 
Portugal  -0.2  0.9  0.7  -8.2  9.8  0.8  -16.6  65.1  37.6 
Finland  5.9  -0.9  4.9  1.5  -10.0  -8.7  -9.7  -20.6  -28.3 
Sweden  2.5  0.2  2.7  -18.2  -1.0  -19.0  -18.8  14.0  -7.5 
UK  1.1  0.7  1.8  -5.3  5.1  -0.5  -5.0  11.5  5.9 
B. EVOLUTION IN WHOLE ECONOMY 
During fourth quarter 1994  Since the first EMS crisis  Since the Louvre ,b(Jreement 
(94 04 /94 03)  (94  04/92 03)  (94  04/87 01) 
%Change  NEER (1)  ULC (2)  REER (3)  NEER (1)  ULC (2)  REER (3)  NEER (1)  ULC (2)  REER (3) 
BLEU  0.1  -0.1  0.1  7.3  2.5  9.9  10.1  -2.4  7.5 
Denmark  0.2  -0.1  0.1  8.4  -5.2  2.8  8.8  -13.4  -5.8 
Germany  -0.1  -0.3  -0.4  11.1  -0.8  10.2  14.6  -12.1  0.7 
Greece  -1.4  2.2  0.8  -12.6  23.4  7.9  -47.4  111.1  11.1 
Spain  -0.8  0.4  -0.4  -16.0  2.2  -14.1  -fl.7  15.2  7.4 
France  -0.2  -0.2  -0.4  9.1  -0.6  8.3  9.7  -11.3  -2.7 
Ireland  0.6  -0.2  0.4  -1.2  0.0  -1.1  0.2  -15.9  -15.7 
Italy  -2.4  0.2  -2.2  -20.9  -1.4  -22.0  -26.3  14.0  -16.0 
Netherlands  0.1  -0.3  -0.2  8.0  -0.8  7.1  10.5  -12.3  -3.1 
Austria  -0.0  0.1  0.1  8.0  2.7  10.9  10.5  -2.1  8.1 
Portugal  -0.2  0.6  0.5  -8.2  7.8  -1.1  -16.6  65.2  37.7 
Finland  5.9  -0.5  5.4  1.5  -2.6  -12  -9.7  2.7  -7.3 
Sweden  2.5  0.0  2.5  -18.2  5.5  -13.7  -18.8  21.6  -1.3 
UK  1.1  0.4  1.5  -5.3  -1.0  -fl.3  -5.0  19.9  13.9 
Source: DG II.D.4 EC 
(1)  NEER  =  Noninal Effective Exchange Rate. A minus means a depreciation of the NEER. 
(2)  ULC  =  Relative Unit Labour Costs (in national currency). 
(3)  REER  =  Real Effective Exchange Rate =  relative unit labour costs (in comrron currency). 
A minus means an if1l)rovement in cost competitiveness 
12 The large nominal depreciation of the Spanish peseta ( 16%) , the Italian lira (21%) and 
the Swedish crown ( 18%) following the crises in the EMS has led to important gains in 
manufacturing cost competitiveness for Spain  (18%), Italy (20%) and  Sweden (19%). 
The gains for the Ireland (6%) and the UK (lo/o) have been significantly smaller. 
Finland  is  a quite  separate case.  The  10%  reduction in  relative  unit  labour  costs far 
exceeds all achieved in any other Member State. This reduction in labour cost has led to 
9% improvement in competitiveness. 
If  we go back further in time, however, changes in relative unit labour costs (expressed 
in  national  currency)  become  more  important  as  an  explanatory  factor  of the  cost 
competitiveness  of a  country's  manufacturing  industry.  In  the  long  run,  currency 
depreciation is  a less  effective tool for  improving  competitiveness.  The Union's  most 
peripheral countries provide the best illustration. 
Since the Louvre agreement, Ireland (27o/o)  and Finland (21 %,)  have been able to 
significantly  reduce  their  unit  labour  costs  in  manufacturing.  Consequently,  their 
industries  have  gained a  very strong position in  international markets.  Irish cost 
competitiveness is up by  27% and that of Finland by 28%.  On the other side of the 
spectrum we find Greece and Portugal. Manufacturing unit labour cost in Greece and 
Portugal have been rising by 129% and 65%, respectively, leading to important losses in 
cost competitiveness. 
In  the  more  centrally  located  countries,  currency  fluctuations  and  perceptions  of 
economic and political stability appear to play a more important role. 
The 18o/o  gain in Italian cost competitiveness since the Louvre agreement has been 
caused by the nominal depreciation of the lire,  while the 13°/o  German loss  is  clearly 
associated with the central position of the Deutsche Mark in  the European Monetary 
System. 
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PRICE AND COST COMPETITIVENESS: TABLES AND CHARTS 
- Tables and charts containing indices of COMPETITIVENESS derived from 
indices  of NOMINAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RATES  and  PRICE  AND 




1987 =  100 
The EC12, the EU  15 and 20 INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES are presented in  the 
following order: 
(1)  EC12  (8)  France  Non-EU Euro~e 
(2)  EU15  (9)  Ireland  (17)  Notway 
EU-countries  (1 0)  Italy  (18)  Switzerland 
(3)  BLEU  (11)  Netherlands  Non-Euro~e 
(4)  Denmark  (12)  Austria  (19)  Australia 
(5)  Germany  (13)  Portugal  (20)  canada 
(6)  Greece  (14)  Finland  (21)  Japan 
(7)  Spain  (15)  Sweden  (22)  USA 
(16)  United Kingdom 
Each country (or country bloc) is 'compared with (other) 
*  INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES 
-
*  12 EUROPEAN UNION COUNTRIES OF 1994 
*  15 EUROPEAN UNION COUNTRIES OF 1995 
National price and cost indices (in national currency and in USD) and bilateral 
USD exchange rates for all countries are given in tables on the last 6 pages of 
the dossier. 
A brief technical annex is attached. 
CCE-DG II D-4  Ref. AR/at - 9/1 F-15 EC12 
INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  - BASE  1987  =  100 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC20> 
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INDICATORS  OF  SOMPETITI~fNESS - BASE  1987  =  100 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  CIC20> 
- GtF  DEFLATOR 
•••  ULC  IN  TOIAL  ECONOIIY 
- ULC  IN  W.NUFACTURING  INCl.JSIRY 
VIS-A-VIS THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  CEC12) 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  (EU15) 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 
- DEFLATOR  Of ~T  PRICES 
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70 SPAIN  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  87 
·-----·----------------------------------------------------------------··------------·  --------------------------------------------· 
PRICE  !COST!  COHI'ETITIV!t'I:SS  :  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RATE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  !CO~T  l  IHOEX  IH  A  COHHOH  CURREHCV1 
II  .. 
·--·----------------------------------------------------++ 
1  1GDP-DEFLATOR  IJH!T  LABOUR  UH!T  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
t\'EAR  1  COST  IH  TOT.  COST  IH  HAH  PRICES  OF 
ECONOHV  IHDUSTRV  HANUFACT. 
DEFLATOR  OF  I  I 
TOTAL  EXPORTS11 
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PRICE  ICOSTl  PERFORMANCE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  ICOSTl  INDEX  IN  NATIONAL  CURREHCVl  --------------------------· 
1GDP-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 
ECONOHV  I HDUSTRV  I1ANUF ACT • 
DEFLATOR  OF  , 
TOTAL  EXPORTS, 
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INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  - BASE  1987  - 100 
VIS-A-VIS OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC20> 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EC12> 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15> 
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- GIF  DEFLATOR 
•••  ULC  IN  TOIAL  ECONOMY 
- ULC  IN  w.NUF'ACTURINC  INDUSl"RY 
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70 FRANCE  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICl  BASE  :  87 
.__---·---------------------------------------------------------------··-------------·---------------------------------------------------------------· 
PRIC£  ICO!:Tl  COHr'ETITIVIHES:;  1  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EKCHANGE  RATE 
!RELATIVE. PRIC£  ICQ:;Tl  INDEX  IN  A  C0HH0N  CURRENCY!  "  .. 
I  IGtlP-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LAilOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER  ··;.;d=LA  TOR  OF  :  I 
TOTAL  EKPOI!TS1' 
(G  +  S)  ----11 
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INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (!C20> 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  CEC12> 
""  ,- \ 
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60 IRELAND  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  :  87 
·----·--------------------------------------------------··--------·----· 
PRICE  !COST!  PERFORHANCE  PRICE  ICOSTI  COt<I'ETITIVINESS  :  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RATE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  ICOSTl  INOEX  IN  A  COHHON  CURRENCY!  ..  ..  HOHIHAL 
EFf'ECTIVE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  !COST!  INDEX  IN  NATIONAL  CURRENCY! 
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VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  CEC12) 
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70 ITALY  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  :  87 
·---·------------------------------------------------··------·-----------------------------------------------· 
l'fiiCE  !COST l  COHI'ETITJVINE~S  ,  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RATE  u  PRICE  ICOSTJ  PERFORMANCE 
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+-----+---------------------------------------------------------------... +-------------·---------------------------------------------------------------.. NETHERLANDS 
INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  - BASE  1987  ~  100 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC20> 
- Gt:P  DEFLATOR 
•••  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOMY 
- ULC  IN  MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  CEC12>  - DEFLATOR  OF'  EXPORT  PRICES 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15> 
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90 
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70 NETHERLANDS  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  :  87 
·-------------------------------------------------··----------·---------------------------------------------------· 
PRICE  !COST!  COHI'ETlliVINESS  1  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RATE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  ICOSTI  INDEX  IN  A  COHHOH  CURRENCY) 
"  PRICE  I COST)  PERFORMANCE 
11  NOMINAL  !RELATIVE  PRICE  I COST!  I NO£)(  IN  NATIONAL  CURRENCY)  .  __  .__  ________ _ ------------------------- EFFECTIVE  •-----------------------------------------------• 
1  oGIIP-OEI'LA  TDR 
oVEAR  • 
-·--------
76  I 
77  I 
78  I 
1,.  79  I 
80  I 
81  I 
82  I 
85  I 
.- 84  I 
85  • 
16 
87 
88  I 
89  I 
90  I 
91  I 
92  I 
no 
94  I 
954  I 
f<i1  I 
I  942  I 
I  945  I 
I  944  I 
76  I 
77  I 
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79  • 
so  • 
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S4  1 
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INDICATORS  0;- COMPETITIVENESS 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC20> 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EC12> 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15> 
BASE  1987  100 
- GIP  OEFU.  TOR 
•• •  ULC  IN TOTAL  ECONOMY 
- ULC  IN WI.NUFACTUR[NG  INDUSTRY 
- ·  PRODUCER  PRICES 









70 AUSTRIA  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC)  BASE  :  87  ·----·-----------------------------------------------··------·----------·----- --------------------· 
1  PRICE  tCOSTI  COHI'ETJTIVINESS  1  REAL  EFFECTIVE  El<OWIGE  RATE  11  1  PRICE  (COST!  PERFORMANCE 
(RELATIVE  I'RICE  tC(l!;TI  INOE~ IN  A  COHHOH  CURRENCY!  11  NOHINAL  tRELATIVE  PRICE  tCOSTl  INDEX  IN  NATIONAL  CURRENCVJ  ·-------------------------------·------- EFFECTIVE  • 
t  aGDP-IlEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUII  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  11  EXCHANGE  1GDP-IJEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  IJNlT  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
t'I'EAR  1  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS11  RATE  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES OF 
ECONOHV  INDUSTRV  IIANUFACT.  (G  •  Sl  u  ECOHOHV  INDUSTRV  tiANUFACT.  ··-------·----------------------------
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+-----+-----------------------------------------------------------------··-------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------· 130 
FINLAND 
INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC20) 
.,., 
I  \ 
I  \ 
~  '  .,'  \ 
·"'  \  ..... (.  ... \  \  .. ·  .  ·..,.  \  ·,  \  .....  ~  __ ,,. 
... , .  .;.;~-·· t  .........  . 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  CEC12l 
VIS-A-VJS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  (EU15) 








- GI:P  OEFLI.  TOR 
• ••  ULC  IN  TOTI.L  ECONOMY 
- ULC  IN  MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 
DEFLATOR  Of  EXPORT  PRICES 
100 
80 
60 FINLAND  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  :  87 
·---·--------------------------------------------------··-----------·-----------------------------------------------~ 
Pit ICE  I COST I  COHI'ETITIVIHESS  :  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RATE 
!RELATIVE  rRICE  ICOSTI  INDEX  IN  A  COHHON  CURRENCY!  ::  ·--·----------------------------------------------·· 
:GOP-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODIJCEI! 
:'YEAR  1  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 
ECONOHY  INDUSTRY  HANUFACT. 
DEFLATOR  OF  " 
TOTAL  EXPORTS:: 
tG  •  S)  n 
PRICE  ICOSTI  PERFORHANCE 
!RELATIVE PRICE  ICOSTI  INDEX  IN  NATIONAL  CURRENCY!  NOMINAL 
EFFECTIVE  ---------·-----------------------· 
EXCHANGE  :GOP-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
RATE  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 
ECONOHV  INDUSTRY  HANUFACT. 
DEFLATOR  OF  I 
TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
IG  +  Sl 
·-----·------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ··-------------·----------- ------------ ---------- ------------ ------------. 
76  • 
77: 
78  I 
;  79  I 
80  I 
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8~  I 
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+-----+----------------------------------------------------------------.. +-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 140 
SWEDEN 
INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  - BASE  1987  - 100 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC20> 
- GtP  DEFLATOR 
•••  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOIN 
- ULC  IN  W.NUF~CTURING INDUSTRY 
- ·  PRODUCER  PRICES 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  CEC12l  -- DEFLATOR  Of  EXPORT  PRICES 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  CEU15l 
140 
.... '., ...  ·.  \ 
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•  •.••..  '  1_. .•  \  ·  ..  '  ,  ...  ··· ............ ...  ····· 
120 
100 
80 swEDEN  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  :  87 
·-------------------------------------------------··---------·-------------------------------------------------· 
" 
PRICE  ICOSTJ  COHPETITIVIHESS  :  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RATE 
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